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Abstract 
Some linear difference equations with periodic coefficients (not necessarily nonnegative) are considered. Necessary condi- 
tions and sufficient conditions for the oscillation of the solutions are established. Conditions under which all nonoscillatory 
solutions tend to zero at 00 are also presented. The results obtained are the discrete analogues of the oscillation results 
for some linear delay differential equations with periodic coefficients, which were given earlier by the second author 
[Oscillations of some delay differential equations with periodic coefficients, .I. Math. Anal. Appl. 162 (1991) 452-4751. 
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1. Introduction and statement of the main results 
Recently, there has been a lot of activity concerning the oscillatory behavior of solutions of differ- 
ence equations. Difference equations appear as natural descriptions of observed evolution phenomena 
as well as in the study of discretization methods for differential equations. The application of the 
theory of difference equations is rapidly broadening to various fields such as numerical analysis, 
control theory, finite mathematics, and computer science; in particular, the connection between the 
theory of difference equations and computer science has become more important in recent years, 
because of the successful use of computers to solve difficult problems arising in applications. Fur- 
thermore, chaos and fractals are at the center of attention nowadays and difference equations is 
what gives birth to both of them. Chapter 7 of the book by Lakshmikantham and Trigiante [8] is 
devoted to some applications of difference equations to many fields such as economics, chemistry, 
population dynamics and queueing theory. This book offers a systematic treatment of the theory of 
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difference equations and its applications to numerical analysis. This paper deals with the study of 
the oscillation problem for some linear difference equations with periodic coefficients. 
For a (homogeneous) linear difference equation with constant coefficients it is known that a 
necessary and sufficient condition for the oscillation of all solutions is that its characteristic equation 
has no positive roots. This oscillation criterion was stated by Gyiiri et al. [3] for (homogeneous) 
linear systems of difference equations with constant coefficient matrices and was proved by the 
method of z-transform, the discrete analogue of the Laplace transform; for an elementary proof of 
this result for scalar linear difference equations with positive constant coefficients we refer to [6] (see 
also [9, 12, 151 for a more general case of linear difference equations with constant coefficients where 
the number of the coefficients may be infinite). Some explicit necessary and sufficient conditions and 
also sufficient conditions for the oscillation of linear difference equations with constant coefficients 
have been given by Ladas [4]. 
Ladas et al. [7], Philos [ 10, 131, and Philos and Purnaras [ 141 investigated the oscillation prob- 
lem for linear difference equations with nonnegative variable coefficients and obtained sufficient 
conditions and also necessary conditions for the oscillation of all solutions. Recently, Chuanxi and 
Ladas [l] presented some sufficient conditions for the oscillation of linear difference equations with 
two variable coefficients, where one of these coefficients is nonnegative while the other one is 
nonpositive. 
An interesting case of linear difference equations with variable coefficients is that where the coeffi- 
cients are periodic sequences of real numbers. When the coefficients are assumed to be nonnegative, 
the oscillation of the solutions of such equations has been recently investigated by Philos [ 131. 
This paper deals with the study of the oscillation problem for some linear difference equations with 
periodic coefficients, where the coefficients are not restricted to be nonnegative. The results obtained 
here are the discrete analogues of some results given by Philos [l l] for the oscillation of certain 
linear delay differential equations with periodic coefficients. As we will verify below, in the case 
where the periodic coefficients are constant (and so their period equals to 1) our results lead to 
known ones. 
The methods used in this paper are essentially motivated by the analogous ones for delay differ- 
ential equations with periodic coefficients. But, here (in particular, in the proof of Theorem 1.1) a 
number of difficulties arise in obtaining the discrete analogues of the techniques applied in [l I] for 
the study of the oscillation of delay differential equations with periodic coefficients. 
Consider the linear difference equation 
&,I - xn + &z(PXn-k + qx,1_,) = 0, (El 
where (a,),2o is a sequence of nonnegative real numbers which is not identically zero, p and 
q are real numbers, and k and 1 are nonnegative integers. It will be supposed that the sequence 
(anIn is periodic with a period m (where m is a positive integer) and that there exist nonnegative 
integers v and p such that 
k = vm and 1 =pm. 
Let us consider also the linear difference equation 
&+I - -%I + _/i&-k - gnXnp/ = 0, 
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where (A LO and (gn)n80 are sequences of nonnegative real numbers which are not identically 
zero and m-periodic, and k and I are exactly as above. 
Let no be a nonnegative integer and set 
N,,, = {no, no + 1,nO + 2,. . .}. 
By a solution on N,, of the difference equation (E) [respectively, of the equation @)I we mean 
a sequence of real numbers (x, )n Bno _P, where ,U = max{k, I}, which satisfies (E) [resp. @)I for all 
n >no. A solution of (E) or (6) is said to be nonoscillatory if it is either eventually positive or 
eventually negative, and otherwise the solution is said to be oscillatory. 
With the difference equation (E) we will associate the following equation [which is in a sense 
the characteristic equation of (E)] 
m-1 
A” - n [ 1 - a,( pP + qZ’)I = 0. 
r=lJ 
(*) 
Moreover, we will use the notation 
A = i me a, and F=kme$ and 
r=o r=O 
G = A me gl. 
r=O 
(Clearly, A, F and G are positive real numbers.) 
In this paper, we establish a necessary condition and a sufficient condition, in terms of the 
equation (*), for the oscillation of all solutions of the difference equation (E). We also obtain 
conditions under which every nonoscillatory solution of the difference equation @) tends to zero 
as n + 00. Moreover, we give sufficient conditions in order that all solutions of (6) be oscillatory. 
More precisely, the following theorems are proved. 
Theorem 1.1. (i) A necessary condition for the oscillation of all solutions of(E) is that there is 
no positive root Iti of (*) with the property: If m > 1, then 
a,(piik +q&‘)<l (r= l,...,m- 1). 
(ii) Assume that the following hypothesis fails to hold 
k>l>O, p+4>0, P>O, and Ap(k - 1)>1. (II) 
Then a sujicient condition for the oscillation of all solutions of (E) is that (Ir) has no positive 
roots. 
Theorem 1.2. Let c > 1 be a constant such that fn >cg, for n 20 and assume that 
Of(k - I)Gd 1. 
Then every nonoscillatory solution of @) tends to zero as n --+ 00. 
(Cl> 
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Theorem 1.3. Let c > 1 be a constant such that fn >cg, for n 30 and assume that (C,) holds. 
Moreover, assume that k B 0 and 
kk 
F - G’ (k + l)k+l * (G> 
Then all solutions of @) are oscillatory. 
In the special case where a,, = 1 for n 20, the difference equation (E) becomes 
x,+1 -x, + p&,-k + 9x,-[ = 0. CEO) 
The following “if and only if” criterion 
solutions of (EO): 
is known (cf. [3] or [2, Ch. 71) for the oscillation of all 
All solutions of (Eo) are oscillatory tf and only tf its characteristic equation 
/I-- l+pxk+ql-‘=O 
has no positive roots. 
(*)o 
The “only if” part can be obtained from Theorem 1.1, while the “if” part can be obtained from 
Theorem 1.1 only in the case where the following assumption fails to hold: k> 1 >O, p+q >O, p >O, 
and p(k - I)> 1. 
Now, let us consider the particular case where the coefficients of (E) are constant, i.e. the case 
of the difference equation 
x,+1 - x, + f&-k + g&-l = 0, Go) 
where f and g are positive real numbers. By applying Theorem 1.2 to the difference equagon (Eo), 
we conclude that, if f >g, k 2 1 and (k - 1)s 6 1, then every nonoscillatory solution of (E,) tends 
to zero as n + 00. Furthermore, Theorem-l.3 leads to the next known (cf. [5] or [2, Ch. 71) result: 
All solutions of the dt@rence equation (E,) are oscillatory tf k> 1, k>O, (k - 1)gd 1 and 
kk 
f - ” (k + l)k+l ’ 
(Note that when k = I= 0 the condition f - g 2 1 ensures that all solutions of (E) are oscillatory; 
see [5] or [2, Ch. 71.) 
In the special cases considered above the period m is equal to 1. 
Throughout the paper, we will use the convention that 
a-1 a-1 
x=0 and n =l. 
0 0 
We also need to use the convention that 0’ = 1. 
It remains an open problem to establish Result (ii) of Theorem 1.1 without the restriction that 
hypothesis (H) fails to hold. Note that, in the case of linear delay differential equations with periodic 
coefficients, an analogous restriction is not imposed. 
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2. Some lemmas needed for the proof of Theorem 1.1 
In this section we give some lemmas which will be used in the proof of Theorem 1.1. 
Lemma 2.1. Assume that k 2 1. Let (~,,),,~~~_k be a solution (on N,,,) of the diflerence equation 
(E), where no is a nonnegative integer, and set 
n-l-l 
=, = x, - P C a,x, for n 2No E max{no, k}. (2.1) 
s=n-k 
Then (z,,)~>~, is a solution (on N&+k) of (E). 
Proof. As the sequence (a,), 3o is m-periodic and k = vm, I = pm, from (2.1) and (E) we obtain 
for every n BNo 
%+I - .% = (x,+1 - &> - dan-I&-I - %-k&-k) 
= %(PXn-k + %-d - m&-l -&-k) 
and consequently 
z,+~ - z, = -a,(~ + q)xn-/ for all n 2No. (2.2) 
Furthermore, by taking again into account the fact that (a n ) n20 is m-periodic and that k = vm and 
I= pm, from (2.1) and (E) we derive for any n2No + k 
n-l-k-l n-I-21 
m-k +%-I = p 
( 
&-k - p c 6% + q x,-l - p c as& 
s=n-2k ) ( s=n-k-l ) 
( 
n-l-k-l n-l-21 
=P&-k +q&-I - p P c a& +q c a& 
s=n-2k s=n-k-l 1 
= P&k + q&-l - p 
( 
n-l-l n-l-l 
P c as-k-%-k + q c %Ixs-l 
s=n-k s=n-k 
( 
tl-l-l n-l-l 
= p-%-k + q&-l - p P c as&-k + q c as&-l 
s=n-k s=n-k 
n-l-1 
n-l-i 
= p&-k + q-h-1 + p c (x,+1 - &> 
s=n-k 
and so 
= p&-k + q&-i + p(&-1 -x,-k) 
PG-k + cl.%-1 = (p + q)Xn_, for every n 2No + k. (2.3) 
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By combining (2.2) and (2.3), we see that the sequence (z~)~~,.,,~ is a solution (on /V(N,,+k) of the 
difference equation (E). 
Lemma 2.2. Assume that p #O and 
k>l>O. 
Then the inequalities 
p+4>0, 
P>O 
and 
( m-l 
8~ rj-12 1” - n [l - a,(pP + qX’)l 
L t 
>O 
i-0 I 
are necessary conditions for (*) to have no positive roots. 
Proof. Suppose that the equation (*) has no positive roots and set 
m-1 
@(A) = 1” - n [l - a,(pF + ql-‘)I for A>O. 
i-=0 
By taking into account (2.4), we can immediately see that 
@(lx) = cc 
and so we always have 
@(A)>0 for all A>O. 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
(2.9) 
This guarantees that @( 1) > 0, namely 
m-1 
n [l -ah+q)l<l. 
r=O 
Since a,>0 (r=O, 1 , . . . , m - 1 ), from the last inequality it follows that p + q must be positive, i.e. 
(2.5) is satisfied. Now, we define 
z={rE{O,1)...) m-l}:a,>O}. 
Since the sequence (an)n20 is m-periodic and nonnegative and not identically zero, it is clear that 
I # 0; moreover, we have 
@(A) = A” - n [l - a,(plZk + ql-‘)I for 1>0. (2.10) 
&I 
Because of (2.4), we can easily verify that for any r E I 
lim [l - a,(plek + ql-‘)I = 
1-o+ { 
im i: ;:i 
3 
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and hence from (2.10) it follows that 
@(O+) = 
{ 
*CC if p>O, 
-cc if p<O. 
But, @(O+) = - cc contradicts (2.9). Thus, we must have p >O [and so (2.6) holds] and moreover 
@0+) = cx). (2.11) 
Finally, (2.8), (2.9) and (2.11) ensure that 8 = min;,,,, @(A) exists and is positive, i.e. (2.7) is true. 
Lemma 2.3. Suppose that (2.4), (2.5) and (2.6) hold. Let (~,)~,,,_k, where no is a nonnegative 
integer, be a solution (on N,,,) of the dt#erence equation (E), which is positive. Also, let (z,)“~~~ 
be defined by (2.1). Then the following statements are true: 
(i) Assume that 
Ap(k - Z)<l. 
Then (zn)n3No is a solution (on iWNofk ) of(E), which is decreasing and positive. 
(ii) Assume that 
(2.12) 
and 
and 
Ap(k - 1)>1 (2.13) 
set w, = -z, for n 2 No. Then (w,),,~N, is a solution (on N Na+k) of (E), which is increasing 
eventually positive. 
It must be noted that Statement (ii) of Lemma 2.3 will not be used in this paper. It is given here 
for the sake of completeness. 
Proof of Lemma 2.3. First of all, we will establish that 
n-l 
c a, =Ak for n>k, 
s=n-k 
(2.14) 
n-l 
c a, =A1 for nal. (2.15) 
s=n-I 
By taking into account the fact that the sequence (an)n8~ is m-periodic and that k = vm, we obtain 
for n>k 
[Note that, by (2.4), k is positive.] In a similar manner, one can prove (2.15). 
(i) Lemma 2.1 ensures that the sequence (z,)~~~~ is a solution (on iY(No+k) of the difference 
equation (E). In view of (2.5), from (2.2) it follows that (zn)n>No is decreasing. So, it remains to 
show that (.G)~~,v~ is positive. Since (a ,, ) nBO is m-periodic and not identically zero, for any integer 
5 > 0 the sequence (an),,>< is not identically zero. Thus, from (2.2) and (2.5) we see that (zn)naNo 
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is not eventually constant. So, in order to show that the sequence (z~)~~~,, is positive, it suffices to 
establish that 
lim z, = 0. (2.16) n-oo 
We first claim that L = lim,,, z, is finite. Otherwise, we have 
lim z, = --o;) (2.17) “‘CC 
and consequently (z,,)~~N~ is eventually negative. On the other hand, from (2.17) it follows that 
(x,,)~~“~-~ is unbounded. In fact, in the opposite case there exists a constant K>O with x,, dK for 
all nano -k. Then, by (2.4), (2.6), (2.14) and (2.15), from (2.1) we derive for n>No 
n-l-l n-l-l 
x,=z,,+p c a,x,bz,+pK c a, 
s=n-k s=n-k 
n-l 
=z,,+pK c a,- =zn+pKA(k-I)+--cc asn-+oc 
s=n-k 
and consequently lim,,, x, = -cc, which is a contradiction. Now, by taking into account the fact 
that (zn)nBNo is eventually negative and (~,),>~~_k is unbounded, we can choose an integer ~1~ >NO 
so that 
z,,<O and x,, =max{x,:n~-kdsdnl -l}. 
By using (2.4), (2.6), (2.14), (2.15) and (2.12), from (2.1) we obtain 
n,-l-l 
O>Z”, =x,, - P c 
s=n, -k 
a,qBr.( 1 - p~~~~4) 
[ ( 
n,-I n,-I 
=xn, l-p C 4 - C 4 =xn,[l - pA(k - l)]>O. 
s=n, -k s=ll,-I iI 
This contradiction proves our claim that L is finite. Next, (2.2) gives 
n-l 
z, -z,, =-(p+q)Ca,x,_l for every naiV0 
s=No 
and so, letting II + 00, we get 
L - ZN~ = -(P + 4) C a,x,-t. 
s=No 
Because of (2.5), this implies that 
asxs-l < 00. 
s=No 
(2.18) 
I.-G.E. 
But, by taking 
obtain 
OS 
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into account the fact that (u~)~~O is m-periodic and that k = vm and 1= pm, we 
00 00 - K-- c v-i = z a,+lx, = L 4x, 
s=No s=N,,-l s=No-I 
03 DC, 
YZ c as-kx,_k = c as&-k- 
s=No--l+k s=No-l+k 
Thus, in view of (2.18), we have 
03 
c a,x, < 00, 
s=N,, 
From (E) we obtain for n >A$ 
(2.19) 
(2.20) 
0-l 
x, - xNo + p c asxs-k + q 2 asxs-l = 0 
s=No s=No 
and so, letting n -+ 00 and using (2.18) and (2.20), we conclude that lim,,, x, exists and is finite. 
This limit must be zero, i.e. 
lim x, = 0. (2.21) n-ioo 
Otherwise, there exists a constant A4 such that x, >A4 for all n >,A$ - k and so (2.20) gives 
cc 
c a,<oo. 
s=No 
This is a contradiction, since the sequence (u”)~,~ is m-periodic and not identically zero. Finally, 
we see that (2.19) implies that 
n-l-l 
)lE C a,x, = 0. 
s=n-k 
(2.22) 
By (2.21) and (2.22), from (2.1) we obtain (2.16). Thus, the proof of statement (i) is complete. 
(ii) Since (E) is linear, from Lemma 2.1 it follows that the sequence (W,)naNo is a solution (on 
N&+k) of the difference equation (E). Furthermore, (2.2) gives 
Wn+l - w, = a,(p + q)x,_[ for every naNo. (2.23) 
Thus, by taking into account (2.5), we conclude that (Wn)n>& is increasing. Now, in order to show 
that (W,)naNo is eventually positive, it SUffiCeS to prove that 
lim w, = 00. (2.24) n-cc 
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Let us suppose that (2.24) fails. Then L G lim,,, w, exists and is finite. From (2.23) we obtain 
n-l 
w, -wNO =(p+q)Ca,n,-t for n>&. 
s=No 
Letting n --+ 00, we get 
L - WN, = (p + 4) g as-%l, 
s=No 
which, by (2.5), implies that (2.18) is true. As in the proof of Part (i), we can verify that (2.19) and 
(2.20) hold and next we can see that (2.21) and (2.22) are also satisfied. Now, in view of (2.21) and 
(2.22), from (2.1) it follows that L must be zero. But, for any integer 5 > 0, the sequence (u~)~~~ is 
not identically zero. Hence, (2.5) and (2.23) ensure that (Wn)fl&&,,, is not eventually constant. Hence, 
(Wn)n,No is always negative. So, we can consider an integer IZ~ >& such that 
w,, ~0 and x,, =min{x,:nO -k<sdn, - l}. 
By taking into account (2.4), (2.6), (2.14), (2.15) and (2.13), from (2.1) we derive 
n,-l-l / n,-l-1 \ 
o>wn,=-xn, +p c a,x,>x,,(-1+p c us) 
s=n, -k \ s=n, -k / 
)I =xn,[-1 + pA(k - 1)]20. 
This contradiction shows that (2.24) is true and so the proof of Part (ii) is complete. 
3. Proof of Theorem 1.1 
For any II>O, we define 
c,(A) = 1 - u,(plek + qL_t) for ~120. 
Then equation (*) becomes 
Ill-1 
1” - n c,(A) = 0. c*> 
t-0 
Furthermore, we have for every A> 0 
rgkc., = [ jj G(A)]” for all IZ >k. (3.1) 
Indeed, consider an arbitrary number II > 0. If k = 0, then v is also zero and hence (3.1) is true. So, 
we assume that k ~0. Then, by taking into account the fact that the sequence (u~),,~o is m-periodic 
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and that k = vm, we obtain for every n > k 
n-l n-1 k-l 
n c,(A) = n (1 - a&Xk + 4X’)) = n (1 - a,(Pl-k + $9) 
en-k r=n-k r=O 
By a parallel argument, we can show that for every i >O 
(i) Assume that (k) has a positive root lo with the property: If m > 1, then 
~,(pl;~+q&‘)<l (r=l,...,m-1). 
Then we get 
m-l 
[ 1 j-&n,> ‘=(A;)‘=n;m=A:, l-0 
m-l 
[ 1 p n cr(Ao) = (np = 10”” = II;. r=O 
So, (3.1) and (3.2) give, respectively, 
n-l 
n cr(Lo) = $ for all nak, 
r=n-k 
n-l 
n cr(llo) = II; for all n> 1. 
P=n-I 
Next, we define 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
n-l 
X, = n c,( no) for ~12 0. 
?+I 
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Then we obtain for n 2 k 
n-k-l 
x,-k = n cr(nO) 
Thus, by using (3.4), we conclude that 
x,-k = Rikx, for every IZ Bk. 
In a similar way, we can use (3.5) to conclude that 
x,_[ = &lx, for every n>l. 
On the other hand, we derive 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
x,+~ - x, = [cn(&) - l]xn for iz 20. 
Thus, by (3.6) and (3.7), we get for every ~12~ = max{k, I} 
&+I -&I + hbn-k + +%-I) = [cn(nO) - 1]& + %(p&k + q&‘)& 
= {cdn0> - [1 - 4p&k + q&?)I}x, 
= 0, 
which means that the sequence (x,),~~ is a solution on N, of 
will show that x,, > 0 for all n > 0. If m = 1, then (*) gives 
co(&) = A0 > 0. 
If m > 1, then (3.3) guarantees that 
c,(A,)>O for r= l,...,m - 1 
and hence from (*) it follows that 
m-l co(&) = Jr n cr(~o) 
[ 1 
-1 
>a r=l 
So, in both cases where m = 1 or m > 1 we have 
cr(lo)>O for r=O,l,..., m- 1. 
the difference equation (E). Now, we 
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Since the sequence (cz~)~~~ is m-periodic, we conclude that 
c,(&)>O for all ~20, 
231 
which ensures that X, > 0 for every n 2 0. We have thus proved that there exists a nonoscillatory 
solution of the difference equation (E). 
(ii) First of all, without loss of generality, we may (and do) assume that k > 1. Suppose that (*) 
has no positive roots and set 
m-l 
@(A)= 2” - n [l -ar(p3Lek +qn-‘)I for A>O. 
r=O 
Also, assume for the sake of contradiction that the difference equation (E) has a nonoscillatory 
solution (X,),,&.-k on &,, where no is a nonnegative integer. As the negative of a solution of (E) 
is also a solution of the same equation, we can restrict ourselves to the case where (&),g,@k is 
eventually positive. Furthermore, without loss of generality, we suppose that x, > 0 for all ~12 no -k. 
We first consider the particular case where p=O. In this case, the difference equation (E) becomes 
x,+1 - x, + qa,x,-1 = 0 
and (*) takes the form 
m-l 
PI) 
@(A) 3 A” - n (1 - qa,I-‘) = 0. 
r=O 
(*)I 
Let us assume that 1= 0. Then from (El) we obtain 
X n+~ = (1 - qa,)x, for n>n0, 
which ensures that 1 - qa, > 0 for every n 2 no. Thus, as (an)n80 is m-periodic, we must have 
1 -qa,>O (r=O,l,...,m- 1) 
and consequently 
&= [g(l -qar)]‘;m >O. 
But, A0 is a root of (Sr), and this is a contradiction. Next, suppose that 1 >O. Since @(cc) = 00, 
we always have @(A) > 0 for all 1> 0. In particular, we have @( 1) > 0, namely 
m-l 
n(l -qa,)<l. 
r=O 
This guarantees that q is always positive. Thus, by applying the statement (ii) of 
in [ 131 for the difference equation (E, ), we conclude that all solutions of (El ) 
contradiction. 
the main theorem 
are oscillatory, a 
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Next, we examine the particular case where k = 1. Then the difference equation (E) takes the 
form 
-%+1 - x, + (p + q)a,x,-k = 0 
and (*) reduces to the equation 
(E2) 
m-l 
Q(1) Z 2” - n [l - (P + q)a,P] = 0. 
r=O 
(*)2 
Suppose first that k = 0. Then from (E2) it follows that 1 - (p + q)a, > 0 for all n >no and so, by 
taking into account the fact that (an)naO is m-periodic, we have 
1 - (p + q)a,>O (r = O,l)...) m - 1). 
Thus, ( *)2 admits the positive root 
1 
m-1 l/m 
A= ~[1-(p+qk4 7 
r=O I 
which is a contradiction. Let now k be positive. As @(cc) = cc, we always have @(A) > 0 for every 
II > 0. So, @( 1) > 0 and consequently 
m-l 
n [1 -(P+q)a,l<l. 
r=O 
From this inequality it follows that p + q must be positive. Hence, Result (ii) of the main theorem 
in [ 131 can be applied to the difference equation (E2) to guarantee the oscillation of all solutions of 
(E2). This is a contradiction. 
Now, let us consider the particular case where p # 0 and k > 1 = 0. In this case, the difference 
equation 
&,I 
and (Ir) 
(E) has the form 
- x, + q&,x, + P‘&&,,_k = 0 (E3) 
becomes 
m-l 
@(A) z II” - n [l - u,(pL-k + q)] = 0. 
r=O 
(*I3 
Assume that p < 0. Define 
z={rE{O,1)...) m- l}:u,>O}. 
Since the sequence (u,,)~~O is m-periodic and nonnegative and not identically zero, we have I # 8. 
Moreover, one has 
@(A) = 1” - n [l - ~,(pl-~ + q)] for 2>0. 
&I 
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Thus, we can obtain @(O+) = --oo. But, this is impossible since, as @(oo) = 00, we have Q(l)>0 
for all 3, > 0. So, we have proved that 
p>o. 
Now, from (Es) we obtain 
x,+1 <(l - qa,)x, for every n>,no 
(3.8) 
and consequently 1 - qa, > 0 for n >,no. As (u~),,~~ is m-periodic, we have 
1 - qa,>O for all 1220. 
Hence, 
(3.9) 
Moreover, we can define 
yn=xn [a(1 -%)]-’ for n >ii- max{O,no - k}. 
Clearly, (JG )n b k is a sequence of positive numbers. Furthermore, by taking into account the fact 
that (~,),~,~~-k satisfies (E3) for n 2 no, we can easily verify that (yn)n2i satisfies 
Y??+r -Y.+P[sE~u-qu,~]-’ (1 - qan)-‘anyn-k = 0 for nan^ + k. 
But, by using the fact that (a n ) nBO is m-periodic and that k=vm, we obtain for every n > k 
n-l 
n (1 
s=n-k 
So, we have verified that the sequence (yn)n3R iS a positive solution (On Ni+k) of the difference 
equation 
yn+l - yn + [pP-k(l - qd-‘%]yn-k = 0. 
On the other hand, (*)J can be written 
m-1 
(J34) 
1” - n (1 - qa,)[l - p(l - qu,)-la,L-k] = 0 
r=O 
or 
m-1 
#I” - P” I-I [ 1 - p( 1 - qu,)-‘L&P] = 0. 
r=O 
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Thus, by using the transformation 2 = A/P, the last equation becomes 
m-1 
Xm - I-I { 1 - [pP_k( 1 - ~a,)-‘a,]??} = 0. 
r=O 
(*)4 
Clearly, ( *)4 has no positive roots. So, in view of (3.8) and (3.9), we can apply Result (ii) of the 
main theorem in [ 131 to derive the conclusion that all solutions of (E4) are oscillatory. This is a 
contradiction. 
We have arrived at a contradiction in each one of the three particular cases considered above. 
So, in what follows we may (and do) assume that p # 0 and k > I> 0 (i.e., (2.4) holds). Then from 
Lemma 2.2 it follows that (2.5)-(2.7) are also true. Moreover, since hypothesis (H) fails to hold, 
we always have Ap(k - Z) < 1, i.e. (2.12) is satisfied. In the rest of the proof, this inequality plays 
an important role. In the sequel, for convenience, we will suppose that inequalities about terms of 
sequences are satisfied eventually for all large n. 
From Lemma 2.3(i) it follows that the sequence (zn) defined by 
n-l-l 
z, =x, - P C ws 
s=n-k 
is a solution of (E) which is eventually positive and decreasing. Moreover, this solution satisfies 
(2.2), i.e. 
z,+l - z, + a& + 4)xn-j = 0. 
Define 
n-l-1 
Z, = z, - p C a,z,. (3.10) 
s=n-k 
Then, by Lemma 2.3(i), the sequence (Z,) is a solution of (E) which is eventually positive and 
decreasing. Moreover, we have 
Z n+~ - Z, + a& + q)zn-r = 0. 
Next, we define 
(3.11) 
n = {A E (0, l] : z,,, - c,(A)Z, GO}. 
The proof will be accomplished by proving that the set A has the following contradictory properties 
(where 8 is the positive number defined by (2.7)): 
(Pr ) 1 E A and all numbers of A are greater than 0”“‘. 
(Pz) For every 1 E (0, 11, it holds 1 E A rj (1” - O)‘im E A. 
We first establish (Pr). By taking into account (2.6), (3.10) and the fact that the sequence (zn) is 
eventually decreasing, we obtain 
Z” <z, <z,_, 
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and so, in view of (2.5), from (3.11) it follows that 
Z n+l - zn + a,(p + q)Z, <cl. 
The last inequality can be written 
Z n+~ -[l -4p+q)]Z,60 or Z,,, -c,(l)Zn<O 
and consequently 1 E A. Now, consider an arbitrary A E A. Then Z,,, d c,(A)Z,,, which ensures that 
c,(l) >O (for all large n). Since (an)naO is m-periodic, we must have 
c,(A)>0 for all n>O. (3.12) 
But, (2.7) gives 
m-l 
I” - e>, n c,(A). (3.13) 
i-=0 
From (3.12) and (3.13) it follows that I” - 8>0, i.e. A>@‘“. We have thus proved (P,). 
Next, we will establish (P2). Consider an arbitrary number 1 E A. Then, by the definition of A, 
we have 
%+I <G(A).% or Z, <c,-~(~)z,-,. 
So, having in mind (3.12), we obtain 
z-1 > [c”-l(A)l-lZn. 
By using this inequality, it is easy to verify that 
II-l-1 
Z,-,> n ~(2) -I Z,_, and Z,_,> E c,(A) -‘Z, 
[ 1 r=n-k [ 1 r==n-l 
and hence, in view of (3.1) and (3.2), 
m-1 
[ 1 -(V--P) m-1 1 1 -P zn-k> n c,(n) Z,_, and Z,_,> n c,(A) Z,. r=O 
Therefore, by (3.13), we have 
r=O 
Z,_, 2 (il” - 6)-cv-P)Zn_[, 
z,_, >(P - L!l-pz,. 
Since v>p and, by (2.5), p is positive, we get 
p( L” - I!?-@-p) + q > p + q 
(3.14) 
(3.15) 
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and so, by virtue of (2.6), we conclude that the number ~(2” - Q)-(“-P) + q must be positive. 
Combining the fact that (Z,) is a solution of (E) with (3.14) and (3.15), we derive 
0 = Z,,l - zn + ~nbz-k + 4-L) 
2 L,l - z, + a,[p(~m - 8)~“‘-p’z,_, + qZ,_t] 
= Z n+, - z, + a,[p(n” - Q)y-p) + q]Z,_, 
2 &l,l - z, + a,[p(P - f3)-(“-p) + q](/l” - e)-pz, 
= Z,,l - z, + an[p(P - e)yv + q(P - e)-p]z, 
= zl,l - { 1 - a,[p(/Y - e>+ + q(T - 6y]}Z, 
ZZ Z n+l - (1 - a,[p[(nm - O)‘lm]-k + q[(T - Q)“m]-‘]}Z, 
=z nfl - c,((Arn - w%, 
which means that (I” - 0) lim belongs to n and so (Pz) has been established. 
The proof of Theorem 1.1 is now complete. 
4. Proofs of Theorems 1.2 and 1.3 
We first give the proof of Theorem 1.2. Note that in the proof of Theorem 1.3 we will use 
Theorem 1.2. 
Proof of Theorem 1.2. First of all, we observe that condcion (C,) implies that k>Z. Let (x,),,~~“-~ 
be a nonoscillatory solution of, the difference equation (E), where no is a nonnegative integer. As 
the negative of a solution of (E) is also a solution of the same equation, we may (and do) assume 
that (x&no-k is eventually positive. Furthermore, without loss of generality, we suppose that x, >0 
for all n 2 no - k. We set No = max{no, k} and we define 
n-l-l 
z, =x, - c gSxS for naNo. (4.1) 
s=n-k 
Then, by taking into account the fact that the sequence (gn)naO is m-periodic and that k = vm and 
I= pm, from (4.1) and (E) we obtain for n>No 
%+I - -% = (&+I --%> - ($-I&-/ - gn-kxn-k) 
= -(fn&-k - &X,-l) - (!&z&-l - &z&k) 
and consequently 
&+I - .?& = -(fn - &)x,-k for every n >&. (4.2) 
But, we have fn - gn > (c - 1)~~ for IZ >, 0 and hence the sequence (fn - gn)nao is nonnegative. Thus, 
(4.2) guarantees that the sequence (z~)~>,v~ is decreasing. We now show that (z,,)~>~~ is bounded 
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below. To this end, let us suppose that 
237 
lim z, = 
0-x 
Then (z, L t ~~ 
there exists a 
x, <.?I + 
But, we have 
n-l 
-cm. (4.3) 
is eventually negative. We claim that the sequence (~,),,>~~_k is unbounded. Otherwise, 
positive constant K such that x, dK for n > no - k and so from (4.1) we find 
n-l-l 
K c ys for every n 3 No. (4.4) 
.s=n-k 
c gs=Gk for n>k, (4.5) 
.s=n-k 
n-l 
c 
ys = Gl for n > 1. (4.6) 
.S=fl-I 
Indeed, since (4.5) is obvious when k=O, we assume that k >O. By using the fact that the sequence 
(Sn)11>0 is m-periodic and that k = vm, we obtain for n > k 
By a similar argument we can verify that (4.6) is also true. By taking into account (4.5) and (4.6), 
from (4.4) we obtain for n 2 No 
n-l n-l 
x,<z, +K c ss - c ss = z, + KG(k - I) 
s=n-k s=n-I 
and thus, by (4.3), we arrive at the contradiction limn+m x, = -cc. This contradiction proves our 
claim. Now, since (z,)~>~” is eventually negative and the solution (x,)n3nc,-k is unbounded, we can 
consider an integer nl >No so that 
z,, <O and x,, =max{x,:no - kdsdn, - 1). 
By taking into account (4.5), (4.6) and condition (C,), from (4.1) we find 
n,-l-l n,-l-l 
O>z,, =&I, - c SSXS ax,, - xn, c SS 
s=n, -k s=n,-k 
n,-I n,-I 
=x,, - xii, c ss - c cl.7 =xn,[l - G(k - l)]>O. 
s=n,-k s=fl, -I 
This contradiction completes the proof that the sequence (z~)~>~~ is bounded below. Thus, L =: 
lim, + oo z, exists and is finite. Now, from (4.2) we derive 
n-l 
z, -zNo = -c (L -gs)x.y_k for every n>No 
s=No 
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and so, letting n + 00, we obtain 
L -zN, = -2 (fs -&b-k* 
S=NO 
This implies that 
On the other hand, we have 
c (fs - gs)x,-k >/Cc - 1) c gsxs-k with c’l. 
s=No s=No 
Thus, from (4.7) it follows that 
00 
c &x,-k <CO- 
s=N,, 
By (4.7) and (4.8), we have 
gr- ,xs k<m. 
s=Ni, 
Next, by taking into account the fact that (gn)n,O is m-periodic and that k = vm and 1 ??
obtain 
cc cc cc 
c g&-k = c gs-&k&-l = c &X,-l 
s=N,, s=N,,-k-+-l s=No-kfl 
and so (4.8) gives 
But, @) ensures that 
n-l n-l 
X, - XNo + c fsX& - c (p-1 = 0 for n 2 No. 
s=N,, s=No 
Thus, letting n -+ 00 and taking into account (4.9) and 
and is finite. If this limit is positive, then there exists a 
II 2 No - k and hence (4.9) gives 
II 
(4.7) 
(4.8) 
(4.9) 
pm, we 
(4.10) 
(4.10), we conclude that lim,,, x,, exists 
constant M > 0 such that x, 2M for every 
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This is a contradiction, since the sequence (fn)naO is m-periodic and not identically zero. Thus, we 
always have lim,,, x, = 0 and the proof is complete. 
Proof of Theorem 1.3. We have fn - g,, >(c - l)gn for II 20 and hence the sequence (fn - gn)n80 
is nonnegative and not identically zero. Since (fn .- g n ) nbO is m-periodic, we can conclude that, for 
any integer 5 > 0, the sequence (fn - gn)nd5 is not identically zero. 
Assume, for the sake of contradiction, that the difference equation @) admits a nonoscillatory 
solution (~,),~~~-k, where no is a nonnegative integer. [Note that (C, ) ensures that k 2 1.1 As in 
the proof of Theorem 1.2, we may (and do) suppose that X, > 0 for all IZ 2 no - k. Let (zn)naNo be 
defined by (4.1), where NO =max{no,k}. Then (4.2) holds and hence (zn)naNo is decreasing and not 
eventually constant. Furthermore, by Theorem 1.2, we have 
lim x, = 0. n-C= 
NOW, from (4.1) we obtain for every 
r 7 / n-1 
(4.11) 
n>N0 
s \ = x, - max x, n-k<s<n-l I\= 
ss - L ss 
s=n-k s=n-I I 
and so, in view of (4.5) and (4.6), we get 
z,, ax, - G(k - I) [ .-k~;&-~xs] for ‘a No’ 
On the other hand, (4.1) gives 
(4.12) 
‘&I GGl for every n 2 No. (4.13) 
From (4.1 l)-(4.13) it follows that 
lim z, = 0. n-c% (4.14) 
Since (z,)~~~, is decreasing and not eventually constant, (4.14) guarantees that z, >O for all n aNo. 
Furthermore, in view of (4.13), from (4.2) we obtain 
&+I --z, + (fn - gnh-k6O (4.15) 
for every n > No + k. But, (4.5) holds and in a similar manner one can show that 
n-l 
css= Fk for n>k. (4.16) 
s=n-k 
So, by using (4.5), (4.16) and condition (C,), we get 
1izEft 2 (fs-g,)=F-G> 
kk 
s=n-k (k + l)k+” 
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(Note that we have assumed that k > 0.) Thus, by a slight modification of the proof of the main 
result in [7], we conclude that the difference inequality (4.15) has no eventually positive solutions. 
The proof of Theorem 1.3 is now complete. 
5. A remark 
Using the same arguments with those applied in provmg Result (i) of Theorem 1.1, one can 
establish an analogous result for the difference equation (E). Indeed, the following proposition can 
be proved. 
Proposition. A necessary condition jbr the oscillation of all solutions of @) is that there is no 
positive root & of the equation 
m-l 
1” - n [ 1 - (f,P - gJl)] = 0 
r=O 
with the property: If m > 1, then 
6) 
f,A;k-gg,l;‘<l (r=l,...,m- 1). 
[Eq. (%) is in a sense the characteristic equation of @).I 
(5.1) 
By applying this proposition one can obtain explicit necessary conditions [in terms of m, k, 1 and 
the coefficient sequences ( J, )n a 0 and (gn)naO] for the oscillation of all solutions of the difference 
equation (E). It suffices to find necessary conditions for (%) to have no positive roots A0 with the 
property: If m >O, then (5.1) holds. 
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